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A public debate started a few years ago in Hungary concerning the constitutionality of quotas facilitating the access of women into Parliament and state
measures facilitating the access of people with disadvantageous backgrounds to higher education.1 The
vast majority of debaters have vehemently attacked
the quotas.
This paper wishes to argue for the necessity of
quota. It claims that under certain conditions a quota is constitutional, and it lists these conditions. The
paper starts from two premises. Firstly, that the
most important and inevitable virtue of a democratic
government is that it treats its citizens as equal persons with dignity. For such a government te interest
of each and every member of its political community is equally important. According to the second
presumption, every individual is personally responsible for using efficiently the possibilities and sources
given to them.2 It is a fact that members of the political community are in different situations both in
terms of their abilities and capacities, as well as their
social background and economic conditions. These
social and economic differences are not independent from the nature of the legal system; that is, the
rules made by the legislative, and the decisions put
into actions by the executive power. The ideals that
constitute the essence of humanity, such as responsibility for others or assisting people in disadvantageous situations focus our attention on these differences that affect the individual’s ability to exercise
their rights.
The text of the Hungarian Constitution suggests
that this moral principle is a constitutional one as
well: it is the duty of the State to improve the social and economic position of disadvantaged groups
so that their opportunities are equal. This means
recognizing that we need state measures to reach
or at least approach equality. The purpose of such
measures is the equation of group disadvantages,
that is, helping those who are through no fault of
*
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their own in a disadvantageous situation because
of their membership a social group. 3 Preferential
treatment,4 including quotas, also serves this purpose. In what follows, I provide a justification for
these claims.
The Constitution is based upon the citizens’
equality. This is manifested directly in several constitutional provisions. Article 54 (1) guarantees the
right to human dignity, 56 equal legal capacity,
57 (1) equality before the law, 66 (1) the equality
of men and women in respect of all civil, political,
economic, social and cultural rights. Article 70/A
(1) prohibits discrimination.5 Under Article 70/A (3)
the Republic of Hungary shall promote the equality of rights for everyone through measures aimed
at eliminating the inequality of opportunity. Under this provision the legislator has to create a rule
which helps to improve the social position of disadvantaged groups. This help does not mean privileges, or the giving of more rights, but state intervention in order to reduce the social support of negative discrimination and the differences leading to
it.6 The purpose of this preferential treatment is to
deal with one of the urgent problems of the political community.
The term “eliminating the inequality of opportunity” in Article 70/A (3) directly refers to the social context, and requires the legislator from time to
time to examine and evaluate the situation of groups
forming within society. Without this, it is impossible to interpret the constitutional provision.7
The Constitution does not give details of “measures aimed at eliminating the inequality in opportunity”. Let’s examine what this phrase implies.
The means of preferential treatment can be of several types. They include training programmes, job
advertisements, scholarships published expressedly in forums where they are most likely to be read
by those concerned. The specific training of people in disadvantageous situations, for example, so
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on the current relationship of the Hungarian Constitution and quotas. I am indebted to János Kis and Gábor Attila
Tóth for their constructive remarks in finalizing the Hungarian version of this paper (forthcoming in Miskolci Jogi
Szemle 2009). Opinions and errors are mine alone.
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as to give them access to the job market, is also a
positive measure. Affirmative actions also involve
those internal regulations which demand that employers in a certain branch or company, or the entrance examiners of a university, should give a
headstart to those applicants who are from a disadvantageous group, if their abilities and their aptitude are similar to those of other applicants belonging to the majority. Another measure of preferential treatment is when for example women expecting a child, persons raising their children and
people with low income are given special benefits
or subsistence wages.
The strongest means of preferential treatment are
quotas. Result quotas set the goal to be achieved,
but not the ways to do it. For example they determine the rate of representation of a target group in a
given area of employment.8 A rigid quota is primarily the self-regulation means of universities, which
have to keep a certain amount of places, for example fifteen out of one hundred, for the members of a
given group, and it may happen that these places are
left vacant due to lack of applicants.
Quotas are the strictest measures of preferential
treatment because they do not allow a departure
from the numbers they prescribe. The arguments
against quotas are special, so their permissibility also requires strong justification. However, if a quota proves to be constitutionally acceptable, not only softer measures, but also strict quotas may appear
in the legal system.
After mapping the means of employment, we
have to find an answer as to who the beneficiaries
of preferential treatment may be. Article 70/A (3)
of the Constitution obviously does not name those
persons whose interests demand state intervention.
It is the legislator’s duty to recognize and from time
to time to examine which social groups cannot take
part equally in the life of the political community, possibly but not necessarily because of structural discrimination.
It is especially necessary to employ measures of
equating opportunities, if the inefficient political
power of the group has become stable, because then
the group exists separated, isolated from the political
community. In these cases special treatment aims to
reduce the group disadvantages that are “constantly
regenerated”.9 The legislator also has to decide how
these measures are to be employed in the case of
those who face multiple disadvantages. Within this
framework, Article 70/A (3) of the Constitution enables the legislator to decide where and to what extent it wishes to employ measures of equating opportunities.10
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Cons t i t u t iona l
j u r i s pru de nc e

By interpreting Article 70/A of the Constitution, the
Hungarian Constitutional Court (hereinafter HCC)
held that if a “social purpose not in conflict with the
Constitution or a constitutional right may only be
achieved if equality in the narrower sense cannot be
realized, then such a positive discrimination shall
not be declared unconstitutional”. In the same decision the Court specified the conditions under which
positive steps could be applied. “The limitation upon
positive discrimination is either the prohibition of
discrimination in its broader meaning, i.e., concerning equal dignity, or the protection of the fundamental rights which are positively expressed in the
Constitution”.11
The case law of the HCC following this decision
has employed the term of positive discrimination in
a rather haphazard way, which often appeared as a
synonym for constitutionally justified negative discrimination. The main reason for this could be that
in Decision No. 9/1990. (IV. 25.) the HCC examined a provision of the Act on Income Tax that
granted special tax benefits to families with at least
three children or to single parents with two children. This provision was not an affirmative measure;
the decision, however, judged it to be so.12 Later the
HCC corrected it in its Decision No. 32/1991. (VI.
6.), which stated that Article 70/A (3) of the Constitution “is a rule helping the manifestation of equality of rights, not the requirement of measures aimed
at eliminating the inequality of opportunity of people in a disadvantageous financial or economic situation”. In spite of this, there are still decisions which
identify justified discrimination with positive discrimination. Such a decision was the one which listed the rules of state administrative procedure concerning exemption from charges among the measures aimed at eliminating the inequality of opportunities;13 or that which judged exceptions from the
inconsistency rule of members of Parliament as positive discrimination.14 The same is true for decisions
that stated that the use of the object of ownership,
its function of public service and its usefulness for
the public could be a basis and a constitutionally justifiable reason for applying positive discrimination,
i.e. stricter protection under criminal law.15
At other times positive discrimination took the
form of benefiting certain persons, and was thus acceptable differentiation. For example, according to
the HCC increasing lower pensions to a greater extent than others means positive discrimination.16 In
1994 the HCC held it as positive discrimination
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that only private Hungarian citizens, the Hungarian state and local governments could purchase and
own arable land. Foreign individuals and corporations, together with Hungarian corporations, were
excluded from doing so.17
The HCC found the exemption of priests from
military service to be positive discrimination, since
it served the constitutional purpose of the exercise
of freedom of religion.18 It also held that “the priority of restitution to churches and the affirmative discrimination in favour of them [...] based on
the principle of functionality only, is justifiable under the Constitution”.19 The HCC declared it as a
constitutional requirement that besides the compulsory budgetary contribution, which is the same in
the case of schools owned either by the State, local
government or a church, the State or the local government should provide schools owned by a church
with additional financial assistance in due proportion, as these schools undertake duties which would
otherwise be fulfilled by the State or the local government.20 Later the Court did not find it unconstitutional if in addition to the compulsory budgetary
contribution the State provides schools owned by a
church with additional financial assistance, as these
schools assume duties that would otherwise be carried out by the State. According to the Court this
positive discrimination was needed to ensure freedom of religion.21
The Constitution itself authorizes the legislator to
apply positive measures aimed at eliminating inequalities of opportunity.22 In spite of this, the HCC
has so far examined only a very few statutes the purpose of which was really the elimination of inequalities of opportunity in society.
Two examples are two decisions that examined
support of people living with disabilities and the vehicular allowances of people with physical disabilities, as rules promoting the equality of opportunity
of those concerned;23 and the decision according to
which the special needs of psychiatric patients justify positive discrimination.24 Referring to 70/A (3)
of the Constitution, Decision No. 1040/B/1999. of
the HCC stated that Parliament can make different, more advantageous rules relating to national
and ethnic parties concerning the threshold of access to Parliament. According to 66 (3) of the Constitution, separate regulations shall ensure the protection of women and youth in the workplace. This
provision authorizes the legislator to make a positive discrimination rule in the sphere of employment
for the protection of women and youth. According
to the interpretation of the HCC, Article 66 (3) “is
based on the recognition of the natural, biological
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and physical differences between men and women. Because of the biological capabilities of women, especially the biological and psychic dimensions
of motherhood, together with the slighter physical
strength of women, they react to certain environmental harms with prompter and more serious results”.25 Based upon these biological differences between the sexes the Court held it positive discrimination that women are not subjects of universal conscription.26 On the same basis the HCC held it constitutional to define differently the period of compulsory military service and civilian service; 27 the
application for advanced pension sooner for women
than men;28 and the more advantageous temporary
pension regulations for women.29
I suggest that the latter measures for eliminating
inequalities of opportunity are to be explained not
necessarily with the biological differences between
men and women, but with the inequalities in the social position of men and women, their double burden of family and work.30 These are provisions that
in the longer term serve the reduction of inequality,
the achievement of a greater social equality between
men and women.
Despite the above-mentioned incoherencies, the
jurisprudence of the HCC following Decision No.
9/1990. (IV. 25.) is logical in the sense that it uses the early terms relating to positive discrimination
as solid formula. This means that in the case of the
steps made for the creation of the equality of opportunity, the absolute requirement of the right to be
treated with the same respect as anyone else is still
valid, and there is no room for positive discriminative provisions violating fundamental rights.31 These
two conditions in essence mean the same: any discrimination, be it positive or negative, is not against
Article 70/A of the Constitution only if it was made
respecting the equal dignity of disadvantageously
affected persons.32 Consequently, a benign quota is
constitutional, if the legislative paid equal attention
to the points of view of persons disadvantageously
affected by the measure when creating the quota. In
the following I will continue my examination on the
basis of this requirement.
T h e pro c e s s of
cons t i t u t iona l r e v i e w

The legislator certainly did not treat persons equally,
if the introduction of the quota was justified by prejudice or partiality. This happens when the legislator
consciously tries to exclude a person from a community or block them from an opportunity on the baF U N DA M EN T U M

sis of an essential characteristic or capacity of theirs,
because the vicious aim itself does harm. The same
is true if the legislator is guided by the conviction
that doing harm for a (non-discriminative) purpose
is acceptable, since the person can be considered inferior because of belonging to a certain group.
The quotas relating to people of Jewish origin in
the last century directly aimed at the exclusion of
these people from education and employment, that
is, they discriminated and deprived certain members
of the political community of their rights. The numerus clausus formula categorized people on the basis of their origin. As a result of Act XXV of 1920,
the rate of Jewish students to be accepted to Hungarian universities and colleges was restricted to 6
percent. A later act concerning Jewish people, Act
XV of 1938, referred to the over-representation of
Jews in the economic and cultural sphere, maximizing the rate of Jewish people in economic and cultural professions in 20 percent. These quotas, though
apparently employing the same method as present
day quotas, cannot be considered similar to them.
It is true that the numerus clausus rules also viewed
belonging to a certain group as decisive. According
to this, Jewish students could only be accepted into
higher education or economic and cultural professions in restricted numbers. However, it is a crucial
and decisive difference that the legislator enacting
the Jewish quota rules did harm to Jewish citizens,
in that it tried to exclude them from higher education and certain professions. In the case of the middle class Christians who benefited from this exclusion, there was no social disadvantage that the quota could have eliminated.
The difference between discrimination and preferential treatment is essential. The latter also categorizes people on the basis of sensitive criteria (race,
sex, ethnic belonging). Under Article 70/A (1) of the
Constitution the Republic of Hungary shall ensure
human rights and citizens’ rights for all persons on
its territory without any kind of discrimination, such
as on the basis of race, colour, gender, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origins, financial situation, birth or on any other
grounds whatsoever. This clause forbids the legislator to adopt regulations in which the rules are based
on the above distinction. The reason for this prohibition is that it is highly probable that such a provision differentiating among citizens by the abovementioned criteria violates the right to be treated as
an equal.33
Affirmative action in itself does not violate this
right. When introducing helping measures the legislator is not guided by vicious or prejudiced and disF U N DA M EN T U M

criminative policy, on the contrary, the State takes
positive measures to promote substantive equality.34
By substantive equality I mean that everybody has
the rights and freedoms related to the human quality equally and to a full extent. When introducing
positive measures, the legislator starts out from the
assumption that there are groups for whom status
differentiation is correlated with disadvantage.
The purpose of the means, including the quota,
is to approximate the opportunities of members of
the groups to those of the majority, that is, to compensate the disadvantage as long as it is there. The
quota cannot stigmatize either the members of the
groups benefited or disadvantaged, and it cannot be
accompanied by the sense of inferiority, otherwise it
is discrimination we are talking about, and not preferential treatment.
If the legislator has considered the interests of everyone equally when introducing the quota, it cannot happen that the measure violates an individual right. The closer examination of individual quotas proves that either there is no right, reference to
which would exclude preferential treatment, or there
is such a right, but introducing the quota does not
violate it.
A common argument against quotas is that they
violate the right to be treated as an equal of those
not favoured by the measure.35 This claim is not correct, as it mixes up the requirements resulting from
equality. The individual has the right to be treated as
an equal, but cannot wish to get an equal share of all
sources, goods and opportunities with everybody at
all times.36 In relation to the competition in higher
education for example, this means that the fact that
the vast majority of applicants to a university or college is successful at the entrance exam does not necessarily mean that all applicants have the right to a
place just because others are given places.
The following argument, that is common in US
courts, can also be traced back to the misinterpretation of equality. Some argue that affirmative action programmes are unfair to innocent white males.
The case law of the courts seems to accept the argument. Courts emphasize that the entrance examination procedure has to provide for the individualized
consideration of all applications, during which origin and race as a factor can be taken into account as
an extra aspect, but they cannot become the decisive
factor in the entrance procedure.37 In fact, however,
the affirmative actions target the elimination of procedures that are favourable for white males. No one
has the right to such a privilege, so its maintenance
cannot be a decisive argument against the introduction of affirmative measures.38
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Certainly, the violation of any distinct right can
arise beyond the right to be treated as an equal, as
a result of which rigid quota or even softer numerical goals are not applicable. In the case of fixed quotas of minority admissions, one example is the right
to education. We have to understand, however, that
no one has the right to be provided a higher education of a certain quality by the State. Nor does anybody have the right to insist that intelligence or previous test scores should be the exclusive criteria of
admission.39 A place at a university is not a reward
for previous test scores or intelligence, nor yet for
talent or diligence. The university decides about the
admission of applicants with regard to the future,
and it can decide which aspects and features it considers primarily, supposing they best help the fulfilment of its aims.
In the case of preferential treatment (primarily for
women) in employment, the question of the violation of individual rights is also a recurrent phenomenon, but no such right can be identified on the side
of the non-favoured group that would exclude quota measures. No one has the right to a particular job
or a certain job interview procedure.
Courts applying community law, however, do
not examine whether people not belonging to the
favoured group have the right to keep everything in
its state prior to the affirmative measure. They attempt to balance between the right to equal treatment and substantive equality, and they try to find
out whether the measure causes an undue burden
to people excluded from preferential treatment or
not. According to the European Court, positive
discrimination is derogation from formal equality.
“[I]t must remain within the limits of what is appropriate and necessary in order to achieve the aim
in view and that the principle of equal treatment be
reconciled as far as possible, with the requirements
of the aim thus pursued.”40 As a result of this there
is very limited room for helping women in employment. In practice the softer forms of affirmative
measures are used, not quotas. A positive measure
is acceptable if it does not automatically and unconditionally give priority to women when women and
men are equally qualified, and the candidatures are
the subject of an objective assessment which takes
account of the specific personal situation of all candidates.41
The duty of the legislator is to examine which
groups’ preferential treatment is justified. It has to
be careful not to arbitrarily choose which groups
need help.42
I am talking about groups, not only individuals,
because human nature is wont to group and catego50

rize other people, and then to label and rank them
on the basis of their belonging to a certain group.
Categorizing is a natural part of human thinking,
however, it is accompanied by the danger of letting
negative opinions and generalizations concerning
groups affect the individuals belonging (or held to
belong) to the group. This in turn necessarily affects
decisions about employment, services, education and
other spheres of life.
Those groups can be the beneficiaries of preferential treatment the members of which have an identity that is closely related to the status and acceptance of that particular group, and the social situation of the members of which is determined by belonging to this group. Individuals become members of such a community in a way that they usually have no possibility to form the existing picture
of the group in question, because it is not their activity that determines the operation of the community, as in the case of a team or association. Neither
are these individuals able to “break with the particular group”, for example Roma people with the gypsy community, since in the eyes of the outside world
they still belong to the Roma community. Affirmative actions try to correct this phenomenon. However, when supporting groups we must face the problem that state support also covers those members of
the community who are not in need of help.43 In
my opinion it is worth paying this price in order to
eliminate group disadvantage. The price is not too
high considering that the people who are helped by
the state in spite of not being in need of it can contribute to the possibility and acceptability of the
stronger presence of the minority in education and
in general public life.
In the United States it is primarily black people who benefit from preferential treatment. Besides
black citizens, however, women also seem to need
help, especially in employment, and there have also
been Bills proposing the introduction of a gay quota.44
The European Union, as a primarily economic
community, at first turned its attention to women,
who are in—historically and socially—disadvantageous positions in the labour market. Recently, however, directives and judgments call attention to people (employees) with disabilities and their families,
national and ethnic minorities, and people of different sexual orientation, demanding special means for
fighting their negative discrimination.45
In Hungary members of the Roma community—on the bases of their colour of skin and cultural marks—often face disadvantage in terms of accommodation, and access to public health servicF U N DA M EN T U M

es, and the segregation of Roma children at school
is also getting stronger.46 It is widely known that
the number of people with disabilities employed in
the public and private sphere is very low. It is also obvious how small the number of women is in
Hungarian political life, and opportunities for advancement to senior leadership in some organizations have declined for women.47 Similarly, very
few steps have been taken for promoting gay rights
protection.48
Rules prohibiting negative discrimination have
proved insufficient. It is not enough for the State
to sanction discriminative decisions; it has to take
measures to improve the opportunities of the disadvantaged. It is essential to apply affirmative measures to help Roma people gain access to education
and employment, to guarantee employment to disabled persons, to protect gay rights, and to promote
the representation of women in public life.
A quota measure is constitutional if it aims to
reach substantive equality, and if the legislator has
surveyed properly which groups are seriously underrepresented in certain spheres of life. The range of
beneficiaries for preferential treatment has to fit the
range of people targeted by the reason of preferential
treatment. The only question remaining is what the
legitimate aim of preferential treatment may be. Is
there any constitutional reason that adequately and
convincingly justifies the preferential treatment of
certain groups?
It is important that the employment of the quota should not be for its own sake. It would be unreasonable and unjust to try to mechanically reach the
rates of a given group’s numbers within society in
education, employment or politics, too. This would
merely mean a motivation to set further quotas (for
the old, young, etc.). Quotas can only be the means
of achieving a goal supported by the Constitution.
One of the most common reasons for supporting a disadvantaged group is compensatory justice.49
The present introduction of preferential measures,
however, is not justified by fifty or hundred year-old
damages. If we consider the quota as a certain compensation, it may cause a problem that those who
were responsible for past injustices are not affected by it any more, nor are the beneficiaries those
people (or their descendants) who the injustice had
been done to, that is, who would be entitled to that
same compensation.50 On the other hand, affirmative actions in education and employment typically help those who were probably the least affected
by past discrimination, that is those who were capable of reaching and aspiring to higher education
and important professions.51 Any negative discrimiF U N DA M EN T U M

nation in the past cannot justify the employment of
the quota in itself.52
The justification for the existence of the quota, I
suggest, is the present day situation of the disadvantaged groups (distributive justice argument).53 Discriminative practice rooted in the past is in many respects present even today. On the one hand it lives
on in prejudices without any negative experiences, and stereotypes, which are handed on from parent to child regardless of their truth content. These
harmful ideas that pervade the common conscience
can only be overwritten by the new generation’s own
experience. On the other hand, the understanding
of negative experiences and the cause and effect relationship of observed facts can be enhanced if the
members of the different groups get to know each
other and find out about each other’s opportunities
in education or employment. When organizing negative experiences, prejudices are at work, and therefore the person is not open to information that is
against their conviction. However, personal contact
can lead to reinterpretation of thoughts that were
previously believed to be true, and reorganize experience.
The legitimate aim of introducing quotas is to
strengthen the position of the members of disadvantaged groups, to distribute power in a more proportional way, and to protest morally against “castes”.54
When introducing an affirmative measure, the decision-maker should convey the message that for the
government each and every member of the political
community is equally important. Therefore, if it observes that the situation of certain groups is characterized by a recurrent social-economic disadvantage, it takes steps to approximate their opportunities to those of the majority. Such a message makes
the community more accepting and understanding,
and it makes executing the rule easier, since opportunities continuously change, so it is obvious that
if a quota becomes unnecessary with respect to one
group, it may become justified in relation to another. Preferential policy can only gain adequate social support if members of the political community can speak openly about the prejudices they live
with, and about what measures are needed for them
to face and reconsider their prejudices. The decisionmaker also has to make it clear that helping groups
fall into line, if they suffer a disadvantage because
of their origin, gender, disability, sexual orientation,
religion or other essential characteristic, is the interest of us all, and this help means sacrifice on our
part. For example, we have to accept that from now
on more people will compete for the same place at
university or a good job.
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Affirmative measures can aim to produce a diverse student body or working environment 55 and
such a diverse student body or working environment
can have many benefits. Diversity has the message
that no one is excluded from the possibility of getting into a leading university or a good job. A diverse student body has an inspiring effect; students
of different backgrounds and values or opinions can
discuss their points of view and standpoints, which
can greatly help the forming of their personality.56
Companies that employ people with diverse backgrounds are also more successful than for example companies that employ only men or women or
white people. However, success resulting from diversity in itself cannot legitimize preferential treatment. Thus, diversity cannot be the justifying principle behind preferential treatment, but it can be a
help to the decision-maker to introduce measures
eliminating inequality of opportunity.57 The political community is more easily able to accept a helping measure if its declared aim is to form a diverse
student body or working environment and to solve
social tension, that is, a reason which relates to the
whole society, not only to those who require special help.
After clearly identifying the aim, the question is
whether the quota is suitable for enhancing the opportunities of people belonging to a disadvantaged
group.
The effectiveness of the quota is not independent
of the definition of the quota rules. When introducing the quota, the legislator has to consider the
peculiarities of the target group. It has to set the
rate numbers correctly, in order to enable the target
group to fill the places kept for them. Another essential characteristic of the quota is that it is temporary. It should not run longer than the time required
to eliminate the unjust disadvantages.
The quota rule in education is able to make university vacancies available for members of the target
group. In 2006 the Serbian government launched
an affirmative action programme aimed at boosting the number of Roma students at the country’s
universities. Over the past 13 years only 150 Serbian Roma have enrolled at the country’s six universities. The number of Roma students started to
rise after 2000 and by 2007 a total of 50 Roma students were enrolled within the scope of the government’s programme of affirmative action.58 Cutting an already working preferential programme,
however, is likely to result in a serious drop in the
number of students from the supported group at
a university. This happened in California after the
voters approved Proposition 209 ending the affirm52

ative action programmes. The effect of the decision was that in 1997 the state’s premier law school
enrolled only one black student, in comparison to
the average of twenty-four black students who had
enrolled at the school in previous academic years.
The same happened in Texas: Texas Law School
enrolled thirty-one black students in 1996, while
after the Hopwood case the school could enrol only four.59
Quotas helping women in employment have also been successful. In Canada women’s representation in the private sector has risen enormously since
the introduction of employment equity programmes
for women.60 It is also clear that in those countries
where women are helped onto party lists they are
running for elections in growing numbers. As a result of the French Parity Law of 2000, women’s representation in municipal elections has risen to almost fifty percent.61
Up to this point I have been trying to prove that
quotas do not constitute unjust discrimination; they
do not violate individual rights, and are effective
means of reaching substantive equality. If the legislator introduces them into the legal system in the
right way, then the community will also recognize
their necessity.
In the next section I will examine the constitutionality of those measures for eliminating the inequality of opportunity, which have been part of the
Hungarian legal system for shorter or longer periods, which have reached Parliament as Bills, and
which are legal regulations currently in force.
A f f i r m at i v e m e a s u r e s
i n H u nga ry

In the past two decades since the political transition
the legislator has tried to introduce milder remedies
and numerical goals as well as rigid quotas. It introduced the policy of automatically granting extra
points in the admissions process to those who were
disadvantaged. With the help of the quotas of the
Act on Sports it gave access to women into sports
institutions. In 2001 several Bills aimed at introducing measures of preferential treatment in relation to
people of ethnic and national minorities and women.62 Most recently another quota was proposed by
Members of Parliament in order to help women get
onto party lists and thereby have a greater share in
politics. First I will examine the constitutionality of
granting extra points in higher education, which is
considered to be a milder remedy, and then I will
turn my attention to rigid quotas.
F U N DA M EN T U M

1. Positive actions in admissions

One of the purposes of the Act on Higher Education was to establish equal treatment and equal opportunities in higher education. The Act authorizes the government to order preferential treatment
a) for disadvantaged student groups; b) for those on
unpaid leave for childcare purposes, or in receipt of
pregnancy-maternity benefits, childcare allowance,
child-rearing allowance or childcare benefits; c) for
those classified as disabled applicants.63 On the basis of a government decree, with the permission of
the Minister for Education, up to December 2006
disadvantaged applicants gaining a place in an institute of higher education could take part in education
(otherwise paid by the applicants) at the expense of
the state. If there was no possibility for this, with
the help of the mentoring programme these applicants could gain access to the state funded places, if
they reached eighty percent of the points set for admission. Their number was restricted, so only three
percent of the total number of students in a given
department could take part in state-funded education. According to the decree, disadvantage included those applicants taken into temporary or permanent custody or state custody, and those whose parents were undereducated or lived in poor financial
conditions.64
From 1 December 2006 the system of support
was changed. Those applicants who lived in difficult
financial conditions or had formerly been in state
custody automatically became entitled to four, from
January 2008 twenty-five extra points, with regard
to their disadvantage. Further points were granted
to the children of undereducated parents and children formerly in permanent custody. Any applicant
with a disability or any parent raising their children
at home was entitled to fifty extra points.65
In the view of those who oppose the rule, this
is against the principle of access according to abilities and Article 70/F of the Constitution, and is not
appropriate to facilitate the access of disadvantaged
students to university. I argue here that both statements are wrong.
Under Article 70/F, the State shall implement
right to education through the extension and general access to public education, free compulsory primary schooling, secondary and higher education being available to all persons on the basis of their ability, and furthermore through financial support for
education.
The framework of the right to education was set
very narrow by the case law of the HCC. The right
to education “is substantiated by the state’s duty to
F U N DA M EN T U M

maintain its institutions, within the framework of
which the state has to guarantee the organizational and legal conditions to practice it for everybody,
without discrimination. The right to education,
however, does not mean that the state is compelled
to guarantee participation in education at all levels
of it for everybody”.66 It is thus primarily a state obligation, and does not mean that on the basis of this
constitutional provision anyone has a right to study
in the institute of higher education they choose.67
Under Article 70/F (2) of the Constitution, higher education has to be available for all persons on
the basis of their ability.68 The government decree
made on the basis of Articles 70/A (3) and 70/F (2)
of the Constitution aims at guaranteeing equal opportunities to higher education for socially-economically disadvantaged students who are of good ability. In this way when creating this rule the legislator was guided by the equal consideration of the interests of each and every person, and as a result by
the recognition of the disadvantaged position of certain individuals. In principle thus, there is no problem with the rule.
In the following, however, we have to examine
whether employing extra points is a suitable means
to eliminate the disadvantages. We have to find out
whether people admitted to high-quality universities on the basis of the preferential rules are indeed
of difficult financial backgrounds and from institutions of education which are satisfied with lower results, and for this reason have difficulties in coping
with the competition at the university. The starting
point of this assumption is that the students admitted on the basis of preferential measures are certainly not the best in terms of their abilities.
It is well known that helping to catch up has to
begin not at university, but in early childhood.69 In
order to make sure that schools do not enhance the
already existing inequality of opportunity among
students, we need government programmes which
enhance integrated education as early as elementary school.70 Disadvantaged students also need special attention during their secondary education. This
support, however, is no substitute for helping them
to be admitted to university. Candidates for university apply for admittance of their own free will, having considered all the conditions and the requirements of the university as well.
The aim of the entrance examination is to find
out who has the capacities to participate in higher education. The abilities, capacities and conditions
needed to pass the entrance examination can be of
various types, such as home environment, or the social and financial situation of parents. Previous re53

sults at school are only one among these. Furthermore, instead of the knowledge acquired at secondary school, more and more emphasis is put on the
students’ ability to make their way in the university environment. For this reason it cannot simply be
claimed that because of their previous, more modest results, students admitted on the basis of helping
measures do not have as good abilities as their fellow
students.71 Furthermore, preferential treatment can
even have a motivating effect on their results, since
there is no separate evaluation system for them after admission. They have to make their way together with the others. The Act on Higher Education also expresses this: preferential treatment may not result in exemption from the fulfilment of basic academic requirements that are requisite to the granting of professional qualifications certified as Bachelor or Master degree, or the vocational qualification evidenced by the certificate of higher-level vocational training.72
In my view the government decree has a legitimate aim; it does not violate individual rights, and
is suitable for reaching the set aim, but is not adequate. The current rule helps people living in difficult financial conditions in such a way that perhaps
Roma students themselves do not come any closer to
passing the university entrance exam. The regulation
should have aimed to help specifically the higher education of seriously disadvantaged Roma students.73
The legislator should have made it clear: the rule was
supporting the participation of students in higher education not simply on the basis of their financial difficulties, because that would remain a matter
of social policy, and would not become preferential
treatment.74 In Hungary the primary purpose of affirmative action helping the access of Roma children
into university has to be the growth of the education
opportunities of the permanently disadvantaged Roma minority within the political community. As a
result of the measure the example of Roma students
admitted to university will also have an encouraging
effect on the rest of their community, so their subsequent protection of rights and interests will also be
able to rely on a broader foundation.
A Roma student’s experience within the Hungarian political community cannot be compared to
those of the non-Roma people living in the same
financial conditions. Knowing this peculiar experience is very important for example for students of
social sciences, and with the same knowledge every student will find it easier to fight the stereotypes
relating to Roma people.75 Eliminating prejudices
against Roma people, and the continuous easing of
current social tensions would help the formation of
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a more just political community based on substantive equality. Moreover, the presence of students admitted with the help of quota measures would be
inspiring within the student body, because it would
mean an opportunity for students to encounter various standpoints and opinions.
Helping Roma students into universities has educational and social integration reasons as well. The
integration of citizens within the framework of a
common political culture is inevitable. A pluralistic society based on a democratic constitution guarantees cultural differentiation only under the condition of political integration.76
The aim of the current legal provision is not to
help Roma people—and this is the inadequacy of
the government decree. The suitability of the decree
to meet its purpose is apparently not in question, as
there is a direct relationship between the employment of the decree and the growing number of disadvantaged students being admitted to universities.
However, at present the definition of disadvantaged
applicants does not cover all people of Roma origin.
In my opinion, in this way the decree has achieved
less than it would have been able to according to
Article 70/A (3) of the Constitution.
2. Gender-Conscious Remedies for Inequality

In this section I address the rigid quota measures
which aim at amending the social position of women. The structural discrimination of women, primarily in the world of work and career making can be
traced at several levels. The employment of women
is very low, around fifty percent, and women employees can choose from a narrower range of professions and jobs than men. More than fifty per cent
of graduates are women, and yet only ten percent of
them work in management.77 Thus, it seems justifiable to raise the extremely low number of women
at a certain workplace or sphere of work with the
help of preferential measures.78 To this end, Germany employs quotas concerning women in public
administration and at federal courts, and similarly
Norway sets numerical goals in the private sphere.
In Norway ten years ago a number of the places for
university teachers was secured for women, while
in more recent years the Public Limited Companies Act was amended in order to make the rate
of women in the publicly traded companies’ boards
of directors forty percent. Companies that fail to
conform to the numerical goal must pay fines until
they comply fully with the law, otherwise they can
be dissolved.79
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A numerical goal similar to the latter was included in the Hungarian Act on Sports, however, without any sanction. On the basis of the Act valid between June 2001 and March 2004, in the decisionmaking, management and control board of public
bodies and foundations related to sport, the rate of
women should have been raised to at least ten percent by 15 November 2001, and at least to thirtyfive percent by the middle of November 2006.80 The
prescription of the quota of women in sports managements is unique in the Hungarian legal system;
previously there had not been any similar provision,
nor has there been such a preferential measure for
women since.
The quota measure met the requirements of the
Hungarian Constitution. It did not restrict the possibility of the membership of any association, so it
did not violate the right to association. In addition,
it is not a right for anyone to be a leading official of
a public body. The quota was justified by a legitimate
and important aim, that is, supporting the proportionate representation of women in different sports
institutions. The temporary rule made an important
step forward, as it made a quota measure in employment possible. Besides this, it is an important result that women could gain access to the managing
bodies of sports institutions. However, the manifestation of equal opportunity is even more important
in choosing candidates for representatives of Parliament, because the duty of representatives is to make
fundamental decisions relating to the political community. In the next section I will turn my attention
to this phenomenon.
3. Parity Law

Several constitutional democracies set quotas to the
winning places of party lists for the sake of women.
In Hungary the idea of amending the Act on Elections in this way has also arisen. Two Members of
Parliament proposed the amendment of the Act so
that both sexes should be present in the same numbers, but with the failure of the proposal everything
remained unchanged.81
Under Article 70/A (3) of the Constitution it is a
duty of the State to eliminate inequalities of opportunity; according to Article 66 (1) the State guarantees the equality of the sexes both in terms of civil and political, and economic, social and cultural
rights. In spite of this, currently in the Hungarian
legal system there is no rule that would determine
the rate of men and women present on the party
lists entering elections.82
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The French and Italian Constitutions expressly
require equal access for men and women to mandates and chosen functions. In 1999 the French
Constitutional Council declared unconstitutional
the rule that provided that each list of candidates
for the regional councils and the Corsican Assembly must include equal numbers of women and men.
The Council emphasized that such a requirement violated the Constitution, but the constitution-making body could decide on the acceptability of positive discrimination.83 As a result the Constitution
was amended accordingly. On the basis of Article
1 statutes shall promote equal access by women and
men to elective offices and positions. Article 4 states
that political parties have the duty to help implement the principle set out in Article 1 as provided by statute.84 On the basis of this authorization
an Act was passed in 2000 by the French Parliament, according to which the fifty percent proportion for both men and women is valid for all proportional representation elections, and if the difference between the sexes exceeds two percent of all
the candidates on the list of a given party entering
the elections, the state budgetary support to the party can be reduced proportionately.85
Something similar happened in Italy. The Italian Constitutional Court in 1995, on the basis of
the Constitution then in force, declared unconstitutional a rule stating that in the lists presented for
election of provincial and municipal elections, neither sex could in principle represent more than twothirds of the candidates.86 The Court argued that
the rule violated men’s right to be elected. The Italian Constitution was consequently amended. Article 3 expressly made it the duty of the Republic
to remove those obstacles of an economic and social nature which, really limiting the freedom and
equality of citizens, impede the full development
of the human person and the effective participation
of all workers in the political, economic and social
organisation of the country. Article 51 stated that
all citizens of either sex are eligible for public office and for elected positions on equal terms, according to the conditions established by law. In order to
do so, the Republic promotes, by specially conceived
measurements, equal opportunity between women
and men.87 In 2003 the Italian Constitutional Court
was of the opinion that an affirmative action helping women onto party lists was not unconstitutional, as nobody had a right to enter party lists, and the
amended Italian Constitution also recognized the
aim of creating substantive equality.88
As we can see, France and Italy decided on
amending the Constitution in such a way as to ex55

press the necessity of eliminating the inequality of
opportunity because of judicial practice which interpreted the principle of equality incorrectly. In other places the legislator did not need such a constitutional authorization to introduce a quota. In 2006
the Portuguese Parliament decided that both sexes
should be represented in at least thirty-three percent
on the party lists entering national and local elections as well as elections for the European Parliament, and every third candidate on the lists should
be a representative of the other sex.89
In Hungary, in the two decades since the political
transition, the proportion of women in political life
has not grown considerably, although there are more
and more highly educated and professional women.
It is also obvious that the relatively low number of
female representatives is not due to the aversion of
citizens.90 The number of women among candidates
in individual constituencies has not considerably
grown, and in those places on the party lists where
there is a higher chance for winning, it is less probable that we will find female candidates.91 This may
contribute to the fact that the number of female representatives entering Parliament has hardly changed
even after the fifth national elections following the
transition.92 There are only very few people who dispute that the more extensive political participation
of women is a desirable goal. Opinions are more diverse, however, as regards the means of eliminating
the inequalities of opportunity with which women
start in the competition for candidacy.
The arguments against the quotas for women are
of various types. Some recall the female representatives of the mock Parliaments prior to the transition. Those who argue with the picture of a slippery
slope keep frightening us with images of a “Quota
world”. More challengingly, some question the efficiency of a quota. The most important argument,
however, states that the quota violates a fundamental right, namely the men’s right to be elected.93 This
is an argument of principle, and if proven, it can rule
out the application of the quota. Let us examine it
more closely.
All adult Hungarian citizens residing in the territory of the Republic of Hungary have the right
to be elected and, provided that they are present
in the country on the day of the election or referendum, the right to vote in Parliamentary elections.94 Beyond the requirements the Constitution
makes for the right to vote (nationality, being of
age, permanent address in Hungary), no Act can
require any more of an individual in order to have
the right to be elected. Based upon the right to be
elected, anyone can be a candidate in an individ56

ual constituency. A proposal supported by at least
750 electors is required for nomination.95 A territorial and national list, however, may be presented by the parties, which can decide freely about the
persons they put on the list.96 This means that no
one has an automatic right to be put on a party list.
Neither do they have a right to the selection process on the basis of which all current parties decide
about the persons they wish to put on the list, and
which primarily favours to men. The debated proposal seeks to change this current procedure by recommending that a person of one sex on the nominating body’ s list should always be followed by one
of the other sex.97
The Bill would have been binding for all political
parties, in that in a constitutional democracy parties
operate according to the rules of democracy. The requirement of democratic organization results from
Article 3 (2) of the Constitution. The organization
of parties has to be suitable for their participation in
the formation and expression of the will of the people.98 For democracy to be present in the inner system and operation of parties, it naturally has to be
manifested in the members’ equality of rights and
opportunity. This is confirmed by the Act on Equal
Treatment, on the basis of which parties shall observe the principle of equal treatment in their legal
relationships, and in the course of their procedures
and measures.99
The prohibition of discrimination also in principle
applies to the inner relationships of parties, however, practice seems to ignore it.100 In Hungary, women have had the right to be elected and the right to
vote since 1918, and they can exercise both rights,
but in reality women start from a multiple disadvantage in the process of candidacy. Yet women do
not represent some sort of a peculiar social partial
interest in Parliament, but just like every Member
of Parliament on the basis of Article 20 (2) of the
Constitution, perform their activities in the public
interest. The purpose of the quota would also not be
to directly enter women into Parliament in order to
represent particular “feminine” questions, but to approximate their chances to gaining access to mandates to those of men. The procedure of selection
put forward in the Bill would thus have eliminated a privilege that is not in keeping with the equality of the sexes.
The Bill in question would not infringe the ideological freedom of political parties or their free expression. It would not do so with regard to feminist ideology or ultra conservative ideology. Furthermore, the Bill would not prevent the existence
of parties with ideologies which go against effective
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equality. It would not require that all political formations should share the values upon which the democracy of equality is based.101 Parties would also
have more opportunity to make their views against
quotas public, and in turn question their justification in a parliamentary debate.
The legislative bodies of countries introducing
quotas have correctly noted that women start with
a disadvantage in the competition for candidacy. It
is for the sake of equal opportunity that we have
to intervene, and the majority of Western European
parties employ policies for eliminating the inequality of opportunity. In Eastern Europe mostly socialist and social democratic parties are willing to employ quota measures. However, they set the proportion of women very low, and they do not necessarily
guarantee that women should get some of the winning places in party lists.
It seems necessary for the Hungarian Parliament
to follow the French, Italian and Portuguese example, and by introducing a quota help the political participation of women. It is clear that just as
in so many other spheres, in the case of preferential treatment it is also the reaction of the legislature
and the Constitutional Court to each other’s actions
that determines the outcome of the procedures. It
seems that most European States notice that for the
achievement of equal opportunities we need quotas,
but their situation is made more difficult by the fact
that the judges reviewing legal provisions tread cautiously on the path to eliminating inequality of opportunities.
*

Deeply rooted social problems require creative and
permanent solutions. The existence of racial prejudice and prejudice against the sexes is an ever-present problem, the solution of which is difficult not only for the individual, but also for the political community. The prohibition of discrimination cannot
fight prejudices; it can only help prevent racist sentiments from being used as a justification for public decisions. This, however, will not create an accepting and colourful environment. Education, public services and employment are still spheres where
the colour of a person’s skin makes a difference. In
public life women, people with disabilities and gay
people still rarely achieve a leading role.
It is useless to try to eliminate prejudices, because this is unachievable due to human nature.
It is, however, essential to make people aware of
them102 and to deal with them, as well as helping
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those who unjustly suffer disadvantage because of
these prejudices. This latter is the aim of preferential treatment, which tries to create a more just environment by eliminating the inequality of opportunities.
Translated by Andrea Karnis
Proofread by John Harbord
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